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Stacy Cavanaugh has the perfect life from the outside looking in, but the unspoken lies between her

and her husband Matthew have the potential to ruin everything. 'Till death do us part' becomes

impossible when Matthew suddenly dissappears, and Stacy learns truths about her husband that

spiral into her having to confront a few of her own. Dive into the lives of Stacy and four other women

connected to her, as we explore the ways a past can really haunt you down, and learn just what

was meant when Jesus warned that whatever is hidden is meant to be disclosed, and whatever is

concealed is meant to be brought out into the open.This is book one of a two part series.
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This was a great read filled with secrets and lots of craziness. I almost got lost trying to keep up with

it all. I couldn't turn the pages fast enough. Everyone's faith was tested at one point or another. This

storyline was different from my usual reads and it flowed very well from beginning to end. I can't wait

to read part 2.

I absolutely loved this book! The only issue I had was that I started reading it while at work and

could not put it down. Everyone's faith is tested in this book and that's what makes it relatable for



me. I cannot wait for part 2...

This was a very good read everyone has some type of secret they are hiding. I will say this please

start reading when you can completely focus on the book or you just might miss something. Great

job ready for the second part

From the very beginning, starting at the church I knew the secrets would get juicier as the book went

on. Stacy and Matthew put up a good front but I didn't expect the lies to be as deep as they were. It

seemed as if everyone surrounding the couple was keeping something hidden. Matthew was wrong

on so many levels because his lies caused more confusion than anything. Charity's lies weren't as

bad as Stephen's but I was still looking at her sideways as I read. There wasn't much detail about

Melinda and Malachi's lies so I can't comment too much on them. Lawd knows I felt bad for Tianna

but she was crazy for real. Learning about James' role and Tiffany being unaware had me saying

hmm. Cecilia was wrong for telling Alayna about the past and should've went about things differently

to get rid of Scar. I did feel a little bad for Bree considering she was too young to realize the lies.

Stacy had more than enough going on within her life. I hated her boss and the fact she tried making

her marriage work knowing things weren't right. I can't wait for part 2 because I know the lies aren't

over just yet.

Had me wondering what was gonna happen next with each amazing crazy & not so crazy

characters. I understand these mothers, have a daughter who was violated at that age by a friend's

teenage brother. Can't wait to see what happens!

I really enjoyed this book! It flowed very well and the secrets kept you interested! omg it was some

crazy juicy stuff!!! I cannot wait for part 2 to see what all unfolds.

This was a really great read. There were so many secrets, I can't wait for part 2 to see how

everything plays out. It was crazy how everyone's secrets seemed to be connected in some way.

Their faith was truly tested, I can't wait to see what other secrets are revealed.

So many secrets!!!!!! This book had drama from page one. In this book everyone had secrets and

motives for what they were doing. Friendships and faith were tested in many ways. I would definitely

recommend this book and cant wait for part two!
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